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Creating Best 
Practices

• Developed by reviewing 
literature on online 
instructional tool design, 
LibGuides, web best practices, 
etc.

• Usability testing on first 
template to check best 
practices for accuracy.
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The “Rethinking Infoguides Task Force” was first charged with reviewing literature to develop best practices for our guide creators to follow. The best practices needed to consider whether a template would be helpful, determining the purpose of our guides, improved navigation and content creation, types of links, colors, etc. We began by first looking at what library literature existed about LibGuide best practices, how students learn, and web best practices. George Mason has a large international student population so ensuring our guides would also address their needs was important. In addition to our literature search, we looked at other LibGuide installations at various universities, attended some webinars, and so forth. Based on this information we developed our best practices and created a guide template based on them for usability testing with students to test how accurate our best practices were at achieving our aim. The feedback we got from the usability testing helped us adjust some elements of our template, but overall we found the best practices to be effective at meeting student needs.Image from: https://www.jeffalytics.com/digital-marketing-best-practices/



Best Practices at: https://goo.gl/UBKKD8

Primary focus
• Clearly articulated purpose
• Templates w/required pages 

by type
• Removing duplicated content
• Limitations on the number of 

boxes, links, pages
• Default font size and type 
• Friendly URLs on every page 

• Required pages have default 
URL names

• Minimizing jargon, clear 
language, conversational phrasing

• Removing non-essential content; 
no redirecting

• Clear contact information
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So what do the best practices consider? Our primary focus was to clarify our guides, streamline them to make finding information easier and more valuable for users. Organizationally we divided our guides up into four types: course, topic, subject, and advanced research. The purpose of the guide has to be clearly articulate on the guide page, and the type of guide determines its template. Through our best practices, the intention was to make the experience of one guide be similar to that of another. Our best practices limit the number of boxes, links and pages you can have on a guide – 9 pages, 3 boxes per page, and no more than 8 links per box. We established default font size, color and style. Friendly URLs are required on every page, with our required pages having default URL names. Minimalism is the key idea behind our best practices – removing non-essential content, and redirects – to help students get right to what they needed. Language is also important – simplifying language, minimizing jargon and providing clear explanations for why a resource is helpful. Where useful we included information on elements that caused issues for students in usability testing to explain what to avoid and the rationale behind our decisions. Our best practices is a living document, at the moment they have not been updated since created in June 2016, however, the intention is that they will be updated as needed to reflect new information and web practices.Image from: https://unsplash.com/photos/7KLa-xLbSXA

https://goo.gl/UBKKD8


https://web.archive.org/web/20151026001947/https://infoguides.gmu.edu/chemistry

Old Versions
Top navigation, 

pages, boxes and 
content varied by 

creator

Duplicate 
content from 

library website

Color of boxes and 
tabs changed 

frequently
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So to give you an idea of how we changed our guides. I went to the Internet archive and dug up our old guides just before we updated them. Here is the home page of our chemistry guide. You’ll see that we were using the top navigation, the colors of our boxes and pages were a bit drab and honestly they changed frequently. There was more creative license with the guides – owners decided what pages, boxes, and content would be there and whether there were subpages, and so forth. We also have box here called “How do I” which duplicated content from the library homepage and the library page in Blackboard. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20151026001947/https:/infoguides.gmu.edu/chemistry


https://web.archive.org/web/20150921153921/http://infoguides.gmu.edu/conflict

Search box not 
limited to guide

Inconsistent 
messaging 

about services
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Here is another page from the old design. This is about Data & Online Resources for Conflict Analysis – its visually overwhelming with “just in case” information. The information about Data Services was created by the librarian without input from Data Services – which caused inconsistent information about the service. We also had the lovely search box at the top which if you entered anything into it would search every guide we owned, not the guide you were on. So there’s a few troubling areas that can be revised here with the best practices. A note here is that these are just two examples of guides – one of them was mine – and not all of them provided annotations of links, some had redirects to new guides when you selected a page, some links never worked, and others had walls of content with very long boxes organized in the three and two column configuration. It was a brand new experience every time you went to a guide.

https://web.archive.org/web/20150921153921/http:/infoguides.gmu.edu/conflict


New Versions

https://infoguides.gmu.edu/chem

Every guide starts 
with “Begin Your 
Research” menu

Mapped boxes 
created by 
guide team for 
shared 
services

Removed search box
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So here is a screen shot of our new design. We updated our color scheme to match the university branding, which gave us an instant facelift (the colors were tested for accessibility so no worries there). But we also removed the search box, and every guide now starts with a “Begin Your Research” box providing a menu of what the user will find on the guide. The menu explains what each page covers and will navigate to those pages. The arrows point out required pages. For every subject guide we have owners are required to have these pages – Find Articles, Find Books, Begin Your Research, Write & Cite, and Get Help. Each of these pages have one or two required boxes that are shared by all guide owners. You’ll see here “Search the Libraries holdings for books and articles” – which is our Primo search – and then our Browzine search box. These were created on our ADMIN shared boxes guide and if a guide owner wants to include this content they must map to these boxes. The intention here being that it is easier to ensure content is updated to reflect the most recent information and everyone will immediately receive it without needing to send out messages about updating boxes to all subject librarians.

https://infoguides.gmu.edu/chem


https://infoguides.gmu.edu/conflict/articles

Side 
navigation

Limit 8 links per box
Annotation required

Limits:
9 pages
3 boxes

Color scheme 
matches Mason 
branding

Chat widget 
only sidebar 
box
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Here is the Find Articles page on another guide. You’ll see the limitation on the number of boxes and pages, as well as links. If you recall the old versions of our guides with their long links lists, this is more manageable to view than the previous ones. It does require the librarian to really consider what the most important information is for students – in our trainings with librarians on the new format we’ve encouraged them to remember that as they create and update guides they should think of the user as any person who needs help with research in this topic/subject/course. We have chat widgets embedded on every page of the guide for users to get additional assistance if the guide doesn’t have what they need. I think this is the hardest part for most of us librarians, we know about all these really fabulous resources and we want our guides to be able to help everyone, but the intention here is that these are not the end point for the user. The LibGuides are a launching point. They help users starting their research, or accessing key resources, and then they have access points for additional help from the librarian – who’s contact information is on the Get Help page, as well as Begin Your Research. If we keep in mind that being the goal, then it is a bit easier to design these. Internal guides can be created if librarians need to dump resources for quick reference when helping people, but that doesn’t need to be published. The thing to remember here – and really push if you go with a minimalist design – is that if users are overwhelmed with information or can’t figure out what they needed in a couple clicks, they are going to leave the resource and they aren’t likely to come back. 

https://infoguides.gmu.edu/conflict/articles


Creating an 
Evaluation 

Process

• First review cycle: every 
published guide in 3 phases

• Review team: 4 librarians, 3 
library assistants – 1 person from 
each department

• Initial rubric developed based on 
best practices

• Revised rubrics addressed best 
practices, plus areas of concern 
based on first review phase
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Alrighty.. So we have these best practices and templates for our guides, but we wanted to ensure compliance and really evaluate the guides. The templates and best practices made it easier for guide owners to redesign their guides, but by evaluating them the team was able to see where we needed to adjust templates, best practices, and help guide creators with areas they missed when designing their guides. So we created an evaluation rubric based on the best practices and our templates. We had 204 guides that were published at the time we began our review in January 2017 and it was completed by late November. In this first review we decided we were going to review all published topic, subject, and course guides in three phases to help break up the work. Our team consists of 7 people, one person from each department which staff creating guides. I led the team, and organized our review process, but each person on the team was authorized to bring information back to their unit, assist librarians within their unit, and bring back questions to the team for group decisions as needed. For each phase, each reviewer had about 20 guides to review in a month and half. After we reviewed them, they went back to the guide owners for updating and resubmission.After our first review in January we noticed some areas of concern which lead us to revising our rubric and also eased some of the requirements for topic and course guides so they were more flexible. At the same time as we were reviewing all guides published prior to January 9, 2017, the team was also reviewing any newly created or updated guides. So there is a certain amount of organization and communication needed. Image from: http://www.thedancebag.com/sizing-charts/



What's in the Rubric?

Original Rubric
• 6 elements: Purpose, Navigation, 

Content, Language, Accessibility, 
Contact

• Reviewed 20 different areas
• View at: https://goo.gl/CfRDwW

Revised Rubric
• 9 elements: Purpose, Navigation, 

Content, Links, Tabbed Boxes, Shared 
Boxes, Language, Accessibility, Contact

• Reviews 26 different areas
• View at: https://goo.gl/pcu3tv
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So what’s in the rubric. The original one looked at six elements – purpose, navigation, content, language, accessibility, contact. Under each element we had specific areas we were reviewing for a total of 20 areas in whole. After the January review, we noticed that people were trying to circumvent our best practices about minimizing content with tabbed boxes, we had problems with our shared boxes not being mapped to, and we ran into issues with links. So – these elements were added for us to check as well. This added 6 new areas of review for a total of 26. Rubrics are scored 1 – needs improvement or 2 – meets requirement. The guide must have 2’s across all areas to be approved and published. We have a strict policy that if the guide doesn’t go through review and meet all the elements of the rubric, it cannot be published. It can be made private, but not publicly available through the library.Image from: https://unsplash.com/photos/xnUQO2DwXOo

https://goo.gl/CfRDwW
https://goo.gl/pcu3tv


Managing the Review

• Guide lists organized into 
three phases and assign to 
reviewers

• Tracked process with Google 
Docs and Sheets 

• Assigned roles to help with 
managing work: team lead & 
‘reviewer of the review’

• Reviews completed in 45 days, 
owners had 60 days for 
updates
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At the same time as we were reviewing all guides published prior to January 9, 2017, the team was also reviewing any newly created or updated guides. So there is a certain amount of organization and communication needed to keep track of everything… which can be a bit challenging, so it’s something to consider. On January 9, 2017, I downloaded data from LibGuides on all our guides. The data was cleaned – stripped of all guides that were not published or were classified as an advanced research topic (which we weren’t reviewing), and then randomly organized into three groupings. These groups represented the identified phases of our review (January, May, and August) and then assigned two reviewers to each guide for review. We used Google Docs and Google Sheets to track our progress and serve as a repository. Each reviewer had about 45 days to review their 20 guides, and then one person on the team was in charge of double checking for any significant discrepancies in the score (more than 2 pt difference) and then sending out the rubrics with instructions to the guide owner, who then had about 60-75 days to revise and resubmit their guides for a second review. During this 60-75 day window the team held workshops for guide owners to remind them of the processes and answer any questions. We tracked the resubmission process to ensure all the guides were resubmitted and published. We did encounter some owners who did not resubmit and we had to turn guides private. Throughout the process the team did its best to communicate with owners – sending out reminders of timelines, responses to questions that all needed to hear, offering additional trainings and one-on-one meetings. Image from: https://unsplash.com/photos/AJCNM8JrzT8 



Challenges & 
Benefits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we know change has its own growing pains, so I just wanted to talk a little bit about the challenges of this process, but the overall benefits to completing a project like this.Image from: https://unsplash.com/photos/mG28olYFgHI



Gaining By-In 

• Gather feedback on best 
practices, templates, and 
metadata from owners.

• Communicate reasons 
behind decisions 

• Involve stakeholders in 
assessment/review 
process

Presenter
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So challenge one… gaining by-in. Whenever you decrease the amount of creative license people have with learning objects there is naturally some pushback. I heard more than one cry about how I was violating academic freedom… but after a year of having this process in place ever librarian was onboard with the new processes. Well onboard, but still annoyed by some things. I found that gathering feedback throughout the process was very helpful in getting buy-in. This moved us from being a group “forcing” something on everyone, to being an inclusive process that considered the special needs of each subject area, course, and librarian. Whenever, we couldn’t be flexible, we did our best with communicating the reasons behind our decisions. For example, we turned on the Publishing Workflow in LibGuides to help us with reviewing guides. This was not a popular decision because anytime a box or page is added to the guide it has to be submitted for review before it can be published. For anyone who does last minute changes to guides before teaching, you probably understand why we had some irritated librarians. Before turning on the workflow, I sent out several emails discussing the decision – which naturally not everyone read – but I continued explaining the decision each time it was raised and offered ways of adjusting to it and how the team was going to do our best to support emergency updates. Once people understood that the workflow was needed to help use with the review process and we had no other clear alternative, people began accepting it. The final way of getting buy-in was by ensuring that a member of all the stakeholder departments was involved in our review process. So the assessment team had one individual from each unit on it, so every party knew they had an advocate for them and all potential special cases were going to be considered. This also helped us with sharing information, because team members could go back to their units and provide updates.Image from: http://www.projectaccelerator.co.uk/the-three-types-of-stakeholder-communication/



Enforcing Policies

• Flexibility important, but 
assessment team should use 
Best Practices and judgement 
to make final decisions. 

• Turn on LibGuides Workflow to 
catch newly created/updated 
guides for review. Especially 
important during assessment 
process.

• Be clear and consistent with 
policies and expectations.

Presenter
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Challenge number two… enforcing policies. So the big take away I have here is that flexibility is super important, but the assessment team needs to decide where the line in the sand is and not go over it. If you create too many exceptions for people to decrease push-back it can cause more noise from others to get similar exceptions. So you really need to rely on your best practices to make final decisions and ensure your team knows where this final line is. The Publishing Workflow can be very frustrating, however, I think it is also quite helpful in cases where you want to review your guides for quality control. It allows you to catch everything going through, and you’d be surprised by how helpful this is. For example, owners have the option to copy a template guide and build from it, but not all the links or information will be caught as they update the template. So the workflow can be painful, but helpful. It is useful to create workarounds for people – so we provided guide creators with methods for getting quicker review by including notes when they submitted updated guides about what was adjusted and that it didn’t need full reviews. This let the assessment team know that the guide could be expedited. Overall being clear and consistent with policies and expectations makes it easier for everyone involved. Image from: https://unsplash.com/photos/U5y077qrMdI



Assessment 
Burn-Out

• Assessment team 
needs time to review 
guides, need to pace 
review process and 
check-in with team 
members often

• Norm the rubric!

• Guide owners need 
time to implement, 
and understand what 
is being required of 
them

Presenter
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A third challenge to consider and address is assessment burn-out not only for the assessment team, but also the guide owners. We did a quick and dirty review of all our guides within a year. When you have over 200 guides being reviewed in such a short period of time, it can create burn out, especially when you library already has over assessment projects going. We were also doing instructional and collection assessments at the same time as updating our guides. So it’s something to consider.Now that we’ve completed our initial review and all guides have now transitioned to meet our best practices and templates, the assessment process will not be as intense. All newly created or updated guides still need to be submitted for review and publication, however, the formal review of guides will only look at 1/3 of published subject, topic and course guides each year. This will ensure every three years all our guides will have been reviewed. Thinking of this from the assessment team perspective it is much easier to review 20 guides in a single year, while doing everything else. One thing we didn’t get to do at the start of this process was norming our rubric. This did cause some issues, because each team member interpreted the rubric differently and what they saw on the guides. And guide creators sometimes saw conflicting information on their rubrics. So, norm the rubric. Lastly, guide owners need time to make the changes. Occasionally, a review phase would be particularly hard for some owners because of the quantity of guides they had. When you have someone who owns 30 guides, they do have  a lot of work ahead of them in every single phase. So spreading it out, giving them time, and having plenty of meetings where you discuss expectations is very helpful.Image from: https://unsplash.com/photos/SmnfIVyT-UE



Consistent 
Messaging & 

Services
• Shared boxes about core 

services ensures users 
receive same information

• Using templates allow for 
users to "anticipate" 
location of information 

Presenter
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This process is definitely worth it! One of the biggest benefits is that guides become consistent and easier for users to navigate. By templating your guides and setting specific requirements users are able to “anticipate” the location of information, and the guides become more powerful tools. You are also able to ensure that every guide that mentions a core service, provides the same information to users. We ran into trouble where boxes were not being updated, or policies about services would change, but no one knew about it. Now, those services are in charge of updating their boxes on the ADMIN-shared information guide. So you don’t have to worry about misinformation. Image from: https://www.thoughtco.com/balance-design-principle-3470048



External 
Feedback

“I like the clear organization of the 
guide and the content is useful but 
not overwhelming. I believe your 
guide would be a good foundation 
on which to build one or more 
guides for our users.”

“A colleague and I were reviewing 
guides from different libraries and 
we were both struck by the 
uncluttered, attractive appearance 
and the approachable language of 
this guide.”

Presenter
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We’ve also received feedback from librarians, students and faculty about our guides. Here are two quotes from we received from librarians who wanted to make a copy of one of our guides. Overall, we’ve had very positive responses to our changes not only on our guides, but also in how we’ve organized them on our LibGuides landing page. Image from: https://unsplash.com/photos/jG1z5o7NCq4



Usage Statistics Analysis
Analysis and graphs by Kyung-Im Noh, Assessment and Planning Officer, George Mason University Libraries
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We’ve begun using the LibGuides data to try to understand how our guides are being used and to try and determine what changes are still needed. We’re looking at the required pages on the guides to ensure they are actually being used, or if they are not needed. We’ve looked at the usage statistics overall by broad subject area, by undergraduate vs graduate, and also how users are searching our guides. We’ve also pulled information from LibraryH3lp, our chat service, to see whether our chat widgets are being used and what gaps in helping users with their needs exist currently. I’m going to show two charts – we only started the analysis in the fall and only the basics are available, the qualitative information is still being analysed.Image from: https://unsplash.com/photos/dQf7RZhMOJU



Total Usage Change from 
AY15-16 to AY16-17

Presenter
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So we pulled usage data from academic year 2015-2016 (pre-updated) and academic year 2016-2017 to see usage. Spring 2017 is the first semester where our changes were fully implemented, with about half the guides having been updated in fall 2016. Overall we noticed a trend that there is an increase in usage. This isn’t to say our changes are causative to the increase, but there might be a correlation. Once the data from the AY17-18 is downloaded and added to this, I think a better picture will arise about the impact of the changes.



Searches in LibGuides from 
Spring 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data about how people are searching our LibGuides is actually really interesting and has lead us to think a bit more about how people are using guides, and also how users misunderstand what the guides do. We downloaded all the searches from spring 2017 and I coded them into the categories listed here based on what was searched. So article means the user searched LibGuides for a specific article, book means they were searching the title of a book, keyword meant they were entering actual keywords as if searching a database, etc. While I was impressed that our users have a good handle of Boolean searches… it is also a little alarming how many of them think LibGuides are going to provide them with actual information sources. Other things you can draw from here is that we need to do better with organizing our guides so they are more findable, since users prefer to search for the name of the guide or course to locate guides.



Going Forward/Next Steps

• Additional usability studies through interviews 
• Revisit Best Practices and templates
• Learn more about searching practices 

• Complete analysis of guide usage from AY17-18, and qualitative 
analysis of LibraryH3lp data 

• Norming of the rubric

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While I’m not at Mason any longer, I did have an opportunity to do continuity planning with the person who is taking over and these are the bits we determined were needed going forward. We want to do additional usability studies through unstructured interviews to help improve templates and the best practices. A really important area we are hoping to learn more about here is also the searching practices of users with LibGuides – we want to know why they try to search them as databases, so we can figure out how to either better market them or clarify areas.We have a lot of data that still need analysis, so finalizing that and gathering the first year of data post-transition to do a comparison will be very useful to see what changes might be needed. Additional data collection might be given to subject librarians to the form of talking with their departments to learn about changes in classes, curriculum, etc that might have impacted usage.And finally, the assessment team will be going through and norming our rubric to help with clarifying the process on all parts. Now that we can slow down and better focus on quality control, etc. there is time for these elements which will benefit everyone.https://unsplash.com/photos/xua0NYSuTF4



Want the documents? 
Go to: https://goo.gl/CcseMc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In case you are interested in seeing what our documents looked like including our best practices, rubrics, and our template checklists, they are available here. 

https://goo.gl/CcseMc
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